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Pattern-Based Web Mining Using Data Mining Techniques
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Abstract—In the last decade, many data mining techniques
have been proposed for fulfilling various knowledge discovery
tasks in order to achieve the goal of retrieving useful
information for users. Data mining techniques include
association rule mining, frequent itemset mining, sequential
pattern mining, maximum pattern mining and closed pattern
mining. However, how to effectively exploit the discovered
patterns is still an open research issue, especially in the domain
of Web mining. In this study, we compare these data mining
methods based on the use of several types of discovered patterns.
The performance of the pattern mining algorithms is
investigated on the Reuters dataset RCV1 for completing Web
mining tasks. The experimental results show that the closed
pattern methods, such as SCPM and NSCPM, have better
performance due to the use of pruning mechanism in the
pattern discovery stage.
Index Terms—Web mining, data mining, pattern taxonomy
model.

I. INTRODUCTION
Web mining is the technique that helps users find useful
information from the rich data on the World Wide Web. Due
to the rapid growth of digital data made available in recent
years, Web mining and data mining have attracted great
attention with an imminent need for turning such data into
useful information and knowledge. Many applications, such
as market analysis and business management, can benefit by
the use of the information and knowledge extracted from a
large amount of data. Knowledge discovery can be viewed as
the process of nontrivial extraction of information from large
databases, information that is implicitly presented in the data,
previously unknown and potentially useful for users [1], [2].
Data mining is therefore an essential step in the process of
knowledge discovery in databases.
In the past decade, a significant number of data mining
techniques have been presented in order to perform different
knowledge tasks. These techniques include association rule
mining, frequent itemset mining, sequential pattern mining,
maximum pattern mining and closed pattern mining. Most of
them are proposed for the purpose of developing efficient
mining algorithms to find particular patterns within a
reasonable and acceptable time frame. With a large number
of patterns generated by using the data mining approaches,
how to effectively exploit these patterns is still an open
research issue.
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The World Wide Web provides rich information on an
extremely large amount of linked Web pages. Such a
repository contains not only text data but also multimedia
objects, such as images, audio and video clips. Data mining
on the World Wide Web can be referred to as Web mining
which has gained much attention with the rapid growth in the
amount of information available on the internet. Web mining
is classified into several categories, including Web content
mining, Web usage mining and Web structure mining.
Most Web text mining methods use the keyword-based
approaches, whereas others choose the phrase technique to
construct a text representation for a set of documents. It is
believed that the phrase-based approaches should perform
better than the keyword-based ones as it is considered that
more information is carried by a phrase than by a single term.
Based on this hypothesis, Lewis [3] conducted several
experiments using phrasal indexing language on a text
categorization task. Ironically, the results showed that the
phrase-based indexing language was not superior to the
word-based one.
Although phrases carry less ambiguous and more succinct
meanings than individual words, the likely reasons for the
discouraging performance from the use of phrases are: (1)
phrases have inferior statistical properties to words, (2) they
have a low frequency of occurrence, and (3) there are a large
number of redundant and noisy phrases among them [4], [5].
In order to solve the above mentioned problem, new
studies have been focusing on finding better text
representatives from a textual data collection. One solution is
to use the data mining techniques, such as sequential pattern
mining, for building up a representation with the new type of
features [6]. Such data mining-based methods adopted the
concept of closed sequential patterns and pruned non-closed
patterns from the representation with an attempt to reduce the
size of the feature set by removing noisy patterns. However,
treating each multi-terms pattern as an atom in the
representation seems likely to encounter the low-frequency
problem while dealing with the long patterns [7]. Another
challenge for the data mining-based methods is that more
time is spent on uncovering knowledge from the data;
consequently less significant improvements are made
compared with information retrieval methods [8], [9].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the related works and the terminology used in this
study is presented in Section III. Following is the discussion
of experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes this
study work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Most research works in the data mining community have
focused on developing efficient mining algorithms for
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pattern is then a non-ordered list of terms, which is a subset of
T, denoted as {s1, s2, ..., sm} (si  T). A sequential pattern,
defined as S = s1, s2,...,sn  (siT), is an ordered list of terms.
Note that the duplication of terms is allowed in a sequence.
This is different from the usual definition where a pattern
consists of distinct terms.
After mining conceptual patterns, the relationship between
patterns has to be defined in order to establish the pattern
taxonomies. Sub-sequence is defined as follows: if there exist
integers 1  i1  i2  …  in  m, such that a1 = bi1, a2 = bi2,...,
an = bin, then a sequence  = a1, a2,...,an is a sub-sequence of
another sequence  = b1, b2,...,bm. For example, sequence
s1, s3 is a sub-sequence of sequence s1, s2, s3. However,
sequence s3, s1 is not a sub-sequence of s1, s2, s3 since the
order of terms is considered. In addition, we can also say
sequence s1, s2, s3 is a super-sequence of s1, s3. The
problem of mining sequential patterns is to find a complete
set of sub-sequences from a set of sequences whose support
is greater than a user-predefined threshold (minimum
support).
We can then acquire a set of frequent sequential conceptpatterns CP for all documents d  D+, such that CP = {p1,
p2,…, pn}. The absolute support suppa(pi) for all pi  CP is
obtained as well. We firstly normalize the absolute support of
each discovered pattern based on the following equation:

discovering a variety of patterns from a larger data collection.
However, searching for useful and interesting patterns is still
an open problem [10]. In the field of text mining, data mining
techniques can be used to find various text patterns, such as
sequential patterns, frequent itemsets, co-occurring terms and
multiple grams, for building up a representation with these
new types of features [6].
Using phrases for the semantic representation still has
doubts in increasing performance over domains of text
categorization tasks [3], [4], meaning that there exists no
particular representation method with dominating advantage
over others [11], [12]. One solution is Pattern Taxonomy
Model [8], which uses data mining technique to form the
representation patterns.
Data mining techniques include association rule mining,
frequent itemset mining, sequential pattern mining,
maximum pattern mining and closed pattern mining. The
association rules mining, first studied in [13] for market
basket analysis, is to find any association rules satisfying
user-specified minimum support and minimum confidence
[14]. An association rule is the discovery of the associative
relationships among objects; i.e., the appearance of a set of
objects in a database is strongly related to the appearance of
another set of objects [15]. The basic problem of finding
association rules is introduced in [13].
The problems of mining association rules from large
databases can be decomposed into two sub-problems: (1)
Find itemsets whose support is greater than the user-specified
minimal support; (2) Use the frequent itemsets to generate the
desired rules [16]. Much of the research has been focused on
the former [13], [17]. Many variations of the Apriori
algorithm and its applications have been extensively
investigated in the literature [18]-[21]. Liu et al. [22] mined
frequent itemsets from the Web to find topic-specific
concepts and definitions. Maintaining frequent itemsets in
dynamic databases is examined by Zhang et al. [23]. Mining
Top-K frequent itemsets is suggested in [24].
Web mining is classified into several categories, including
Web content mining, Web usage mining and Web structure
mining[25]. Data mining on the World Wide Web can be
referred to as Web mining which has gained much attention
with the rapid growth in the amount of information available
on the internet.

support: CP  0,1
such that

support  pi  



suppa  pi 
p j CP

suppa  p j 

As aforementioned, statistical properties (such as support
and confidence) are usually adopted to evaluate the patterns
while using data mining techniques to mine frequent patterns.
However, these properties are not effective in the stage of
pattern deployment and evolution. The reason is the short
patterns will be always the major factors affecting the
performance due to their high frequency. Therefore, what we
need is trying to adopt long patterns which provide more
descriptive information.

III. PATTERN TAXONOMY MODEL

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Pattern Taxonomy Model (PTM) [26] is proposed to
replace the keyword-based methods by using tree-like
taxonomies as concept representatives. Taxonomy is a
structure that contains information describing the
relationship between sequence and sub-sequence. In addition,
the performance of PTM-based models is improved by
adopting the closed sequential patterns. The removal of
non-closed sequential patterns also results in the increase of
efficiency of the system due to the shrunken dimensionality.
From the data mining point of view, the conceptual
patterns are defined as two types: sequential pattern and
non-sequential pattern. The definition is described as follows:
Firstly, let T = {t1, t2, ..., tk} be a set of terms, which can be
viewed as words or keywords in a dataset. A non-sequential
164

We apply data mining patterns to the Web mining task
using real Web dataset for performance evaluation. Several
standard benchmark datasets are available for experimental
purposes, including Reuters Corpora, OHSUMED and 20
Newsgroups Collection. The dataset used in our experiment
in this study is the Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) [27].
RCV1 includes 806,791 English language news stories
which were produced by Reuters journalists for the period
between 20 August 1996 and 19 August 1997. These
documents were formatted using a structured XML scheme.
Each document is identified by a unique item ID and
corresponded with a title in the field marked by the tag <title>.
The main content of the story is in a distinct <text> field
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consisting of one or several paragraphs. Each paragraph is
enclosed by the XML tag <p>. In our experiment, both the
“title” and “text” fields are used and each paragraph in the
“text” field is viewed as a transaction in a document. Fig. 1
shows RCV1 document as an example.

Method:
1: SP ←SP − {Pa  SP | Pb  PL Such That len(Pa) =
len(Pb) – 1 And Pa < Pb And suppa(Pa) = suppa(Pb)}
//Pattern Pruning
2: SP ←SP  PL //nTerms pattern set
3: PL’ ←
4: For Each pattern p In PL Do Begin
5:
generating p-projected database PD
6:
For Each frequent term t In PD Do Begin
//sequence extension
7:
P’ = p  t
8:
If suppr(P’)  min_sup Then
9:
PL’ ←PL’  P’
10:
End If
11:
End For
12: End For
13: If | PL’| = 0 Then
14:
Return
//no more pattern
15: Else
16:
Call SPMining(PL’, min_sup)
17: End If
18: Output SP

Fig. 1. An example RCV1 document.

The algorithm SPMining is developed for the purpose of
mining all frequent sequential patterns from documents. In
addition to sequential patterns, non-sequential patterns
mining (NSPM) from a set of textual documents is another
application of the data mining mechanism. From the data
mining point of view, non-sequential patterns can be treated
as frequent itemsets extracted from a transactional database.
Frequent itemset mining is one of the most essential issues in
many data mining applications. The pseudo code of
NSPMining is listed in Algorithm 2.

The primary result of pattern discovery using data mining
method is shown in Fig. 2. The discovered patterns then can
be used as representative features in the Web mining task.

Algorithm 2. NSPMining(NP, FT, min_sup)
Input: a list of nTerms frequent non-sequential patterns, NP;
a list of 1Term frequent patterns, FT; minimum support, min
sup.
Output: a set of frequent non-sequential patterns, FP.
Method:
1: FP←FP  NP //nTerms non-sequential patterns
2: NP’ ←
3: For Each pattern p in NP Do Begin
4:
For Each frequent term t in FT Do Begin
5:
P’= p  {t} //pattern growing
6:
If suppr(P’)  min_sup Then
7:
NP’ ←NP’ P’
8:
End If
9:
End For
10: End For
11: If | NP’ | = 0 Then
12: Return
//no more pattern
13: Else
14: Call NSPMining(NP’, FT, min_sup)
15: End If
16: Output FP

Fig. 2. An example of pattern discovery by using sequential pattern mining
method.

The Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) algorithm
SPMining is depicted in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, we
apply the pruning scheme for the purpose of eliminating
non-closed patterns during the process of sequential patterns
discovery. The key feature behind this recursive algorithm is
represented in the first line of the algorithm, which describes
this pruning procedure. In this algorithm, all (n-1)Terms of
length patterns are diagnosed to determine whether or not
they are closed patterns after all nTerms of length patterns are
generated from the previous recursion. The algorithm repeats
itself recursively until there is no more pattern discovered. As
a result, the output of algorithm SPMining is a set of closed
sequential patterns with relative supports greater than or
equal to a specified minimum support.

The effectiveness of the Web mining model is evaluated
by performing information filtering task with real Web
dataset RCV1. The experimental results of data mining
methods are compared to those of other baselines, such as
PTM, using several standard measures. These measures

Algorithm 1. SPMining(PL, min_sup)
Input: a list of nTerms frequent sequential patterns, PL;
minimum support, min_sup.
Output: a set of frequent sequential patterns, SP.
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include Precision, Recall, Top-k (k = 20 in this study),
Breakeven Point (b/e), Fβ-measure, Interpolated Average
Precision (IAP) and Mean Average Precision (MAP).

during the pattern discovery stage. PTM also outperforms
data mining methods since the less number of patterns is
used.

TABLE I: CONTINGENCY TABLE

The precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that
are relevant to the topic, and the recall is the fraction of
relevant documents that have been retrieved. For a binary
classification problem the judgment can be defined within a
contingency table as depicted in Table I. According to the
definition in this table, the measures of Precision and Recall
are denoted as TP/(TP+FP) and TP/(TP+FN) respectively,
where TP (True Positives) is the number of documents the
system correctly identifies as positives; FP (False Positives)
is the number of documents the system falsely identifies as
positives; FN (False Negatives) is the number of relevant
documents the system fails to identify.
The precision of top-K returned documents refers to the
relative value of relevant documents in the first K returned
documents. The value of K we use in the experiments is 20,
denoted as "t20". Breakeven point (b/e) is used to provide
another measurement for performance evaluation. It indicates
the point where the value of precision equals to the value of
recall for a topic.
Both the b/e and F1-measure are the single-valued
measures in that they only use a figure to reflect the
performance over all the documents. However, we need more
figures to evaluate the system as a whole. Therefore, another
measure, Interpolated Average Precision (IAP) is introduced.
This measure is used to compare the performance of different
systems by averaging precisions at 11 standard recall levels
(i.e., recall=0.0, 0.1, ..., 1.0). The 11-points measure is used
in our comparison tables indicating the first value of 11
points where recall equals to 116 Experiments and Results
zero. Moreover, Mean Average Precision (MAP) is used in
our evaluation which is calculated by measuring precision at
each relevance document first, and averaging precisions over
all topics.
The Fig. 3 shows the comparison of all data mining
methods in precision at standard recall points on the first 50
RCV1 topics. It reveals that all data mining methods have the
similar performance. The SCPM and NSCPM, which adopt
closed patterns, perform a little better than others around the
low recall situation. PTM outperforms data mining methods
due to the use of pattern pruning and deploying techniques.
The comparison of number of patterns and runtime using
data mining methods is indicated in Fig. 4. The NSPM
method needs a lot of runtime since the huge amount of
patterns generated during the projected stage. The closed
pattern methods, such as SCPM and NSCPM, produce less
number of patterns due to the adoption of pruning process

Fig. 3. Comparison of all methods in precision at standard recall points on
the first 50 RCV1 topics.

Fig. 4. Comparison of number of patterns and runtime using data mining
methods.

Table II illustrates the experimental results on all measures
for the performance comparison. It shows SCPM has better
result on F1 measure comparing to other data mining methods.
However, NSCPM performs better on t20 measure.
TABLE II: PERFORMANCE OF DATA MINING METHODS AND PTM
Method
SPM
SCPM
NSPM
NSCPM
PTM

t20
0.401
0.406
0.412
0.428
0.490

b/e
0.343
0.353
0.352
0.346
0.431

F1
0.385
0.390
0.386
0.385
0.440

IAP
0.384
0.392
0.384
0.387
0.465

MAP
0.361
0.364
0.361
0.361
0.441

V. CONCLUSION
In general, a significant amount of patterns can be
retrieved by using the data mining techniques to extract
information from Web data. Many data mining techniques
have been proposed in the last decade. These techniques
include association rule mining, frequent itemset mining,
sequential pattern mining, maximum pattern mining, and
closed pattern mining. However, how to effectively use these
discovered patterns is still an unsolved problem. Another
typical issue is that only the statistic properties (such as
support and confidence) are used while evaluating the
effectiveness of patterns. A comprehensive comparison of
data mining methods applied for Web mining task is
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performed in this study. The experimental results show that
closed pattern methods, such as SCPM and NSCPM, have
better performance due to the use of pruning mechanism in
the pattern discovery stage. It also proves that the less
number of patterns used by these two methods does not affect
their effectiveness.
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